
 Year 7 Homework Booklet 

Map Skills Unit 

Homework will be set fortnightly. You will have one week to complete it. When 

you have completed a task from the table, it will be stamped by your teacher. If 

you have all of the tasks stamped by the end of the unit, you will be entered 

into a prize-draw. 

Homework is to be completed in your exercise book and titled “homework” unless 

instructed otherwise. 

 

Use your research skills to 

answer the questions in 

Figure 1 about major world 

countries and their 

features. Write the 

answers in your exercise 

book. Title it “homework”. 

 

 

Date due: 

 

 

 

 

Create your own map 

symbol story. Replace 

words in your story with 

map symbols instead. You 

must use at least ten map 

symbols. You can find map 

symbols in any OS map or 

on the internet. 

 

Date due: 

Complete the questions in 

Figure 3 about contour 

lines. Remember, the closer 

together the lines are then 

the steeper the slope is. 

Numbers indicate height in 

meters. 

 

 

Date due: 

Work through Figure 2 to 

practice your new skills of 

working out straight line 

and bendy line distances. 

Remember to use string or 

paper to help you measure 

bendy lines! 

 

Date due: 

 

 

 

 

 

Complete the tasks in 

Figure 4. They will test all 

of your map skills. 

 

 

 

 

 

Date due: 

Write your homework here: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date due: 

Name: 

Form: 

Teacher: 

1 2 3 

4 5 6 
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Figure 1 World Atlas Challenge 

 

1. Find a country beginning with U. Name of Country:   

Write down the following facts for that country 

2. Total Population (number of people living there):  

3.  Area (size of the country):  

4. Capital City: 

5. How many countries can you find that begin with the 

letter Z?  

6. Which are the 3 biggest countries in the world? 

7. Which are the 3 smallest? 

8. How many deserts are there in Africa?  

9. How many oceans are there? 

10. Which country is Mount Everest in? 

11. What is the world’s largest glacier? Where is it? 

12. What are the three longest rivers? What 

countries are they in? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 2- Scale and Distance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 3 Height and Contour Lines 



Figure 4 – Map Skills Review 


